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1. Introduction. The problem which is discussed in this paper may be

described as follows. Let X be a Banach space of real or complex valued func-

tions / defined on a compact metric space A. Let G= {gi, • • • , gn, • • • },

g„EX. Then

(1) En(f) = inf / - Z «*

is the degree of approximation of/ by G, and

(2) £¡f(«) =sup£„°(/)
fen

is the degree of approximation of a class 21C-^- Finally,

(3) Dn(%) = inf En(%)
o

is the optimal degree of approximation of 21. In this paper we shall give simple

methods which permit to find the order of magnitude of Dn(W) for several

important classes SI: for some classes of analytic functions (§6); for the unit

ball Ap+a oí the space Cp+a of functions with continuous derivatives of order

p, which satisfy a Lipschitz condition with exponent a, 0<a^l (§5). We

also consider approximation of continuous functions (§§2, 3) and give results

about condensation of singularities (Theorems 2,7).

The main content of this paper consists of results which show that stand-

ard means (trigonometric approximation, series of orthogonal polynomials)

give the best possible approximation, at least up to a bounded factor. Since

estimates of Z>„(21) from above follow from classical results [l; 5], we are

interested in estimating DnÇn) from below. Clearly, results of this type are

the better, the smaller the norm used in the definition (1). This is why most

of our theorems are for the Z^-norm. Kolmogorov [2] (see also [6]) discussed

D„(Sl) in the Z,2-norm, and gave an asymptotic formula for it when 21 is the

class of functions/on an interval with/(p) bounded in the L2-norm. Originally

the present paper was written to improve (for linear approximation) the
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estimates of Dn(W) given by Vituskin [7]. After the research announcement

[4] had been accepted for publication, a book of Vituskin [8] on the theory

of tabulation appeared with improved estimates. We shall compare his results

with our Theorems 3, 5, 7. Vituskin considers only approximation of functions

/ of a variable x in the uniform norm, ||/|| =supx \f(x)\. His results are gen-

erally of the type n>C<f>(e), where e = D„(Sl), #(«) is a known decreasing func-

tion of e, and C is an unknown bounded function of ra. This leads to the same

lower bound as that given in our Theorem 5 for the L'-norm, but his lower

estimates for the cases treated by Theorems 3 and 7 are not as good as ours.

It should be noted, however, that he considers also approximation by expres-

sions more general than linear forms 2"-i aigi(x). He replaces these by poly-

nomials of degree k in the a,-, i = 1, • ■ ■ , ra, with coefficients which are given

functions of x, or by a quotient of two such polynomials. His results may be

roughly described by saying that in his previous inequality, ra may now be

replaced by ra log ((£ + 1)/«), K being the maximum of the degrees of the

denominator and the numerator. Vituskin's methods are quite different from

ours. Vituskin uses the metric entropy of Kolmogorov (compare [3]), while

we prefer a direct approach.

2. Uniform approximation. Let A be a compact metric space containing

infinitely many points with the distance function p, and let 21 be a set of

continuous real- or complex-valued functions on A. Throughout this paper,

11/11 shall denote the uniform norm ||/|| =sup»SA |/(*)| of/.

Definition. The characteristic (at the origin) of a compact family 21,

Xn(2I), is the largest number 5^0 with the following property. There exist ra + 1

points of A, Xo, Xi, ■ • • , Xn such that for each distribution of real or complex

signs e*, k = 0, • • • , ra, there exists a function j'6:21 with

(A) sign/fo) = e*, k = 0, • ■ ■ , n,

(5) | f(xk) |   £ J, k = 0, • • • , ra.

It is clear from the compactness of A and 21 that a largest 5 exists.

Theorem 1. For each compact family 2Í,

(6) 2?.(«) £ x»(2I).

Proof. Let 5 = Xn(21), and let x0, ■ ■ • , x„ be the corresponding points of

A. Consider arbitrary continuous functions gi, • ■ • , gn defined on A. We

can select constants Ck, k = 0, • • • , ra with J^ï-o | c*| = 1 so that

2-, Ckgi(xk) = 0, i = 1, • • • , ra.
k-0

Put L(f) = ^ï-o Ckf(xk). Then for arbitrary a,-,

n

/ - Z aigi e£(/-¿a*)- L(f).
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We select /£ 21 to satisfy (4) and (5) with e* = sign ck and 5 = x»(2l). Then

(7) En(f)  =  L(f)  =  Xn(2I).

This proves (6), since G is arbitrary.

Sometimes one can show that relations such as (7) hold for some /£21

and an infinity of n. In this direction we have:

Theorem 2. Let the family 21 contain 0 and be compact and convex. Then for

each sequence e„—»0 and each G there is a function /o£2l suchHhatfor infinitely

many n,

(8) E°n(fo)   =  i„Xn(2I).

Proof. This is a special case of the following lemma. Let A be a convex

and closed subset of a Banach space X and let

11/11 = £„(/) è £i(/) fc • • • 2 £.(/) fc • • •
be a sequence of semi-norms on X. Let %n = sup/ea En(f) < + <» , ra = 0, 1, • • •.

Then for each sequence «„—»0, é„>0, there exists an/0G21 with

(9) En(fo)   è  i„Xn

for infinitely many n.

Assume on the contrary that for each /£ 21

(10) £„(/) < £„x„

for all sufficiently large n. We select/n£-2l such that En(fn) èx«/2. By induc-

tion we construct a sequence bk>0, k = l, 2, • • ■ , 'Yf bk — 1 and a sequence

of natural numbers «i<«2< • • • <nk< • • • as follows. If the ¿\-, n,-, i^k — 1

areknown, Y}'1 i>,<l, we first take bk> Oso small that bk<bk-i/2, Y\bi<l,

and

1
(11) h < —- ín^.Xnt-,.

We then take nk so large that

(12) Unk < h,

(13) Enk ( X bifmj < entXnk.

Let/o= S" bkfnk. Then, assuming without loss of generality xo = 1, we have

Enk(fo)   ÍÍ  E„k(bkfnt)   -Enk(t, W»A   -   £nt( E &,/«.),

(00 \ 00 00

E biUA ú Y &,£„(/„..) ûYbiû 2bk+i < <nkxnk
k+l / *+l t+1
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by (11), hence by (12) and (13)

1
Enh(fo)  ^ ~btXnt —  2i„iX„l ^  «niXnt, k  =   1, 2,  •   •  ■

This is a contradiction with our assumption and proves the lemma.

In §5 we shall see that sometimes e„ may be dropped in the statement of

Theorem 2.
3. Approximation of continuous functions. We consider a continuous in-

creasing function o>(h) defined for A^O, vanishing at zero and subadditive:

a(hi+hi) ^co(hi)+a(hi). We denote by A°=A'"(A) the set of all continuous

real functions on a compact metric space A with infinitely many points which

satisfy |/(x)| £)1> xE.A and

(14) \f(x)-f(x')\   úu(p(x,x')).

Theorem 3. Let ff„ = ffn(.4) be the largest number a>0 such that A contains

ra+1 points at mutual distances ^2<r. Then for all large ra,

(15) A.ÍA-) è — «(cr.);

this result is essentially the best possible.

Proof. Let xo, Xi, • • • , x» be points of A at mutual distances ^ 2ff, ff =<r„.

Let e*=±l, k = 0, • • • , ra. Put

/ 1
)— 6*w(<r - p(x, xk)) if p(x, Xk) Ú o-, k = 0, • • • , n,

(16) f(x) = <   2

^ 0 elsewhere.

To estimate /(x) —f(x') we may assume that |/(x)| ^ |/(x')| and that x be-

longs to the ball p(x, x*) ¡Sff. If also x' belongs to this ball,

. .        1 ,
| /(x)   - f(x') I     =  —  (C0((T   -   p(x, X*))   -  C0(tr  -   p(x', Xk)))

1 1
è — u(p(x', Xk) - p(x, Xk)) Ú — oi(p(x, x')) ;

and if x' does not belong to the ball,

I /(*) - f(x') |   á 21 /(*) |   = «(ff - p(x, Xk)) Ú co(p(x, x')).

Also, for large ra, |/(x) | ^ 2_1co(ff„) g 1, xÇ£A. Thus/6A"\ From the definition

of Xn we see that Xn(AM) è2_1co(ff„), and Theorem 1 gives (15).

This inequality cannot be improved in the following sense. For a given ra,

let ff„' =ff'>0 be chosen so that there exist w open balls Z7i, ■ ■ ■ , Un with

centers Xi, • • • , x„ and radii a' which cover A. Then there exists a system

of real continuous functions G= {gu ■ ■ ■ , gn} with
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(17) £„V) = co(<rn').

A reasonably chosen <r„' is usually close to cr„; for example, one always

has <r„+i<o-n   [3, p. 8]. To prove (17), consider a decomposition of unity

l=gi(x)+ • • • +gn(x), xÇLA, where gk(x) are continuous functions on A

with 0^gk(x) £1, xEA, gk(x) =0 ior xQUk, k = l, • • • , n. If/GA" and
£=Zi/(**)£*, then

\f(x) - P(x) |   = ¿ \f(x) - f(xk) | gk(x) = co(cr').
*-i

4. Approximation in the L1 norm. Let A be a compact metric space and p

a positive regular Borel measure on A. Let 21 be a subset of Ll(A; p). We

prove a theorem similar to Theorem 1 of §2. For this purpose we need the

following :

Definition. For two natural numbers », p, 5J(2l) denotes the supremum of

numbers S — 0 with the following property. There exist disjoint measurable sub-

sets Ak,k=l, • • -, n+p of A suchthat for any p different sets Akj,j=l, • • • ,p

and any distribution of real or complex signs ek, k = l, ■ • ■ , n+p, there exists

a function /o£2I with

c
(18) sign   I    fodp = e*, k = 1, • ■ • , n + p

J¿k

(i9) I r fodp

Ak

^  Í, j  =1,-   ■   ■  ,P.
¿hi

Theorem 4. For each subset %(ZL1(A ; p) one has in the L1-norm

(20) Z>„(20 è #£(21).

Proof. Let gi, i = l, • • • , n be arbitrary functions from L1(A; p). The

equations

n+p /•

(21) E ft I    ft*» = 0, i = 1, • • • , n
k-l      J Ak

have at least p linearly independent solutions c = {ck} Jíf. We use the following :

Lemma.  The vector space X spanned by p linearity independent vectors

c={ck}Itf contains at least one vector c= {ck} for which

(22) \ck\   =\\c\\     =sup     lei |   =1
(-1.n+p

holds for at least p values of k.

Using this we select constants ck satisfying (21) and (22) and put for

fGL\
n+P        /•

L(f) = E ck \   fdp.
t-l      J At
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This is a continuous linear functional of norm one and L(gx) =0, i = 1, • • • , ra.

As in §2 we see that En(f)^L(f). Hence the theorem will be proved if we

can find an/0£2I with £(/o) ^p& for each 5<5£(2I). If we define the signs ek

by tfc = sign ck and take for ki, • • • , kP some p values of k satisfying (22), the

inequality L(f0) ^pb follows from the definition of b„ for a properly chosen/0.

Proof of the lemma. Let j, l<j<p denote the largest integer for which

X contains a vector x = {x*} with

(23) | xk\   = ]|x|| =       sup       | xi|   = 1
1 = 1.n+p

holding for _;' different values of k. We shall show that the assumption j <p

leads to a contradiction. Let x be a vector in X for which (23) holds for

k = ki, • ■ ■ , kj-, and consider the /Ssj dimensional space Y spanned by the

vectors d— {ctj'»,. We can find/ of the vectors c for which the correspond-

ing d span F. Subtracting proper linear combinations of these c from other

vectorsc, we obtain vectorse', not all zero, withcoordinatese^. i = 0, = 1, • • ■ ,j.

For one of such c' and the x chosen above put y = x+\c', with real X. The

coordinates of y change continuously with X, and \yk\ = ¡x*J = 1. It is easy

to see that one can find a value of X for which y will satisfy (23) for more

than j values of k. This is a contradiction.

As an application of Theorem 4, we can obtain for the class 21 of analytic

functions of §6, for the Z'-norm and the Lebesgue measure, Dn(%) è Cn~1p~n.

We omit the details.

5. L1 approximation of smooth functions. Let A0 be a fixed parallelepiped

of the g-dimensional euclidean space, and let A be a subset of A0, which is a

union of finitely many parallelepipeds. A function f(x), x=(x(1), ■ • • , x(î)),

defined on Ao, belongs to Cp+a(A0), where p = 0, 1, • • ■ , 0<a¿l, if it has

continuous partial derivatives of order p on Ao, each of which satisfies a

Lipschitz condition

(24) !/«(*)-/»<*•) I   ^ Mp(x,x')".

If Mo is the smallest possible value of M in (24), we put ||/||p+a = max(||/||, Mo).

Finally, AT+a will be the set of all functions/on A o with ||/||p+a^l.

The following theorem states essentially that Dn(Ap+a) èconst. n~<-p+a)l";

details will be needed for a "gliding hump" argument in Theorem 6. In this

section, p will be the Lebesgue measure.

Theorem 5. There exists a constant B>0 depending only on p+a, q, m>0

such that for each A with pA^m and each e>0, for each sufficiently large ra,

n^n(A, €, p+a, q), and each system G= {gi, • • • , gn, • • • } of integrable

functions on A0, there exists a function /o£Ap+a defined on A o and vanishing

outside of A such that for its degree of approximation in the Ll-norm on Ao,
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(25) E°n(fo) = Bn-^a)'q;

moreover for all partial derivatives ffi of orders k = 0, 1, ■ ■ • , p,

(26) ||/f|| < ,
This fo belongs to CP+1(A'), where A' is obtained from A by removing a finite

number of open parallelepipeds of arbitrary small total measure.

Proof. We use the construction of Theorem 4 to obtain our /0. Let F(u)

denote a fixed increasing continuous function for O^w^l, given by F(u)

= up+a for O^w^l/2, with continuous derivatives of all orders up to p+1

for 0<m^1, which all vanish at u = l. Clearly, £(p)(«) will satisfy on [0, l]

a Lipschitz condition \F<~p)(u)—F{-*)(u')\=Bi\u — u'\a. (The constants

Bi, B2, • • ■  will depend only on p+a, q, m.)

For all sufficiently large n, A contains 2« points Xi, • ■ • , x2n at mutual

distances from each other = 2B2n~llq, such that the closed balls Ak with center

xk and radius r = B2n~1,q are contained in A. Let ek= ± 1 be an arbitrary dis-

tribution of signs. We put

(tkrp+aF(l - r~lp(x, xk)),    x G Ak, k = 1, • • • , 2n,

\0 elsewhere on A0.

Elementary computations show that/i£0'+a with ||/i||j,+aá-B3. On the other

hand, \fi(x) \ =Birp+a for p(x, xk) úr/2, hence

(27)        i r /
I«' Ai.

dp = Bbrv+a+t = 56w-(p+0,)/î-1 = 5.

If we put/o =/i/-B3, then/o belongs to Ap+a and satisfies conditions (18) and

(19) of §4, with n replaced by 2n, and p by n, hence £°(/o) =«5 with S given

by (27). This proves (25), and the other conditions are also satisfied for each

large n.

For 0 <a < 1 we can prove more.

Theorem 6. Let A be a closed q-dimensional parallelepiped and 0<a<l.

There exists a constant B such that for each system G = {gn} of integrable func-

tions on A, there exists an/o£Ap+a for which (for the Lx-approximation)

(28) E°n(fo) > Bn{P+a)lq

holds for an infinity of values of n.

Proof. We shall have B = Bi/6, where Bi is the constant of Theorem 5 cor-

responding to m=pA/2. Let the sequence G be given. For the construction

we shall need two sequences of sets, Ak, Ak consisting each of finitely many

closed parallelepipeds and satisfying

A = Ai D Al D ■ • O Ak D Ai D • • • ; pAk > m,
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functions/* defined on A and vanishing outside of A¿ , integers l^«i< • • •

<»*<•••, and two sequences of numbers ek>0, S*>0 with ^" e*<l; ôk

will be the distance from Ai to the boundary of Ak. We put Mk= 2~/L\ U,

F* = 2~2*fi' and denote by Nk the £>+1-norm of Fk on Ak+i.

Let all these elements with subscripts not exceeding k — 1 be defined ; we

shall define all elements with subscripts k. We can assume that for all suffi-

ciently large ra,

1 p + a
(29) En(Fk-i) < — £iM-',       p =-,

3 q

for otherwise Theorem 6 would follow immediately.

We first select Ak, Ak with -¿i-O-dO^* and pA¿ >m such that £*_i

belongs to the class Cp+1 on Ak, and that the distance 5* of A¿ to the bound-

ary of Ak satisfies

(30) 0 < h < (N^itk.i)ini~"\       ok < 1.

Then we take ra*>ra*_i so large that (29) holds with ra = ra*. Next e*>0 is

defined with 2~li e« < 1 and

1
(31) e* < —- Bink pA,

1
(32) tt <-— e*_i5*.

Thus e*<e*_i/2. Finally we take/* to be the function/0 of Theorem 5, with

ra, Ao, A, e now replaced by ra*, A, A¿ and e*, respectively. Put

(33) /=E/v.
i

As in Theorem 2, we obtain for the degree of approximation by the gi,

gt, • • •  in the L1 norm on A,

Ent(f) ̂ £„*(/*) - £»*(£*-i) -   Ê \\fi\\pA
i-k+l

_ 1 °°
^ £ira*-— .Bira*   — 2 «»i»-4

3 *+i

2 _, 1        -,
^ — Bink   — ekpA è — £iw* .

3 3

We now have to show that fEAp+°. We have ||/|| á LIN! ^ X)«<<1- The
derivatives of / of orders k = 1, • • • , p are obtained by termwise differentia-
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tion of (33) ; in particular, each partial derivative/(p) is by (26) and the choice

of i* equal toflp)(x) =linu,„ F^(x). We show by induction that

(34) | fI"\x) - Ff\x') |   = (1 + Mk^)h", h = p(x, x').

We may assume that at least one of the points x, x' belongs to Ak , for other-

wise Fk = Fk_i at these points. Let x(EAk . We consider two cases. If h = bk,

then x'EAk and by (30), Nk_ih1~a^ek-i. Therefore

| FtP\x) - FlP\x') I  = | F£(*) - FÏli(x') |   + | flP)(x) - fkP\x') |

^ Nk-Xh + h"= (ek-i + l)h"

= (1 + Mk-i)h°.

If on the other hand h>8k, then by (32), tk-iha>2ek, hence

| Fk(%) - FÍP)(x') I  = (1 + Mk-2)h" + 2\\/kP)\\

= (1 + Mk-2)h» + 2ö

= (1 + Mt_i)Â°.

If we put fo=f/2, we see that /oGA',+<« and that Enk(fo)=6-1Bin;p, k = l,

2, • ■ • .
6. L^approximation of analytic functions. Let 21 be the family of the

complex valued analytic functions on [ — 1, +l], which have analytic con-

tinuation bounded by one into the ellipse E„ with foci —1, +1 and the sum

of the half axes p>l. We consider the measure given by dp = (1— x2)~ll2dx

on [-1, +1].

Theorem 7. For the family 21 in the Lx(p) norm,

(35) D„(2l) = Cp-n, C = 1 - o-\

For the uniform approximation, (35) may be derived from Theorem 1.

One can take for the function / with properties (4), (5) the interpolating

polynomial with values ek8 assumed at the w + 1 zeros xk of the Chebyshev

polynomial Tn+i-

Turning to the proof of Theorem 7, we note that | Tk(z)\ ¿pk in £p [5],

hence the functions tk = p~kTk belong to 21.

Let gi, ■ ■ • ', gn be arbitrary functions from Ll(p) ; there exist linear

combinations hk of the g,- such that

(36) \\tk - hk\\à Ú £?(2l), ¿ = 0,1, ••-,».

As a set of w + 1 vectors in an «-dimensional space is always linearily de-

pendent, there exist constants Co, ■ ■ ■ , cn such that
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n

(37) 2 Ckhk(x) = 0,
k-o

n

(38) £ |c*|   =1.
*-o

The function /= Y/í-oCkk belongs to 21 by (38). By (36) and (37), ¡|/||Li
ÛEÎ(%). We also have

è I f   f(x)Tk(x)dp(x)
\J -i

ckp~

Hence

Summing over k we get

p*£n°(21) ̂  |c*|, ¿ = 0, !,•••,».

(p"+i - 1)£„(2I) ̂  p-

From this the inequality (35) follows. Classical estimates in the uniform

norm give Dn(%) è Cip-», Q = 2(p-1)~\

We conclude by remarking that similar estimates can be given for the

class 21' of functions analytic on \z\ SI, which have analytic continuation

bounded by one into the circle \z\ <p, p>l.
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